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Ambae Evacuee Response, Penama, Vanuatu

DTM Round 3 Evacuee Sites on Maewo as of 2018-11-18

- Namumu
- Verue
- Marino
- Takolava
- Torowel
- Naone
- Rembu
- Matbeiringi
- Narea
- Naoneone
- Nandunga
- Kerenambel
- Galowo
- Ghantaroa
- Lalavaru
- Nakoro
- Betarara
- Kerebel
- Toss
- Navvenene
- Talise
- Narovoro
- Nasawa
- Boskole
- Tanbuluk

Number of households:
- 150
- 50
- 5

Legend:
- Area boundaries
- Host Community
- Host Family
- Mixed
- Transit Site

This map is for illustration purposes only. Names and boundaries on this map do not imply official endorsement or acceptance by IOM.